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ABSTRACT
The study aims to highlight the letter issued by Antim Ivireanul, the metropolitan of the
Romanian Country between 1708 and 1716, [15], [14], [24], [5], [18], in which he
mentions how the Monastery of All Saints in Bucharest (today called Antim Monastery)
was built, to be an example to be followed in a 32-headed settlement, the coat of arms of
the above mentioned founder, as well as the heraldic elements painted on the document,
or carved in this place of worship in the capital of Romania. For the preparation of the
present study we researched the funds of documents located at the Central National
Historical Archives and at the Antim Monastery in Bucharest. Regarding the actual
description of the different types of coat of arms, we have complied with the heraldic
norms and the recommendations of the former International Sigilography Committee.
When designing this study, we considered the interest that these heraldic compositions
(paintings or sculptures) may present for teachers, pupils, students, as well as for the
general public. I considered that in the modernization stage of the instructionaleducational process, heraldic sources can serve to the better understanding of some
historical phenomena, especially concerning the marks used during the time of the
ancestors, but can also help to decipher the symbols by which the ancestors have
expressed aspirations. At the same time, the study constitutes an impetus for the
intensification of the actions meant to detect, preserve and introduce these testimonies of
the past into the scientific circuit.
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INTRODUCTION
The religious and cultural objectives are great tourist attractions today, where tourists can
enrich their knowledge and level of culture. At the resource locations included in the
present study, as for instance Antim Monastery in Bucharest, Antim Monastery Museum,
National Archives of Romania, Romanian Academy Library and Brancovan Palace in
Mogoșoaia, Dâmbovița county, tourists can discover religious art, sculpture, architecture,
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blazons and they can research documents and other material traces that refer to the
objectives to be visited.
I have described and reproduced the heraldic compositions that are preserved in the
institutions mentioned above, which were painted, dedicated or belonged to Antim
Ivirean, the metropolitan of the Romanian Country (1708-1716).
In our study we did not insist on the content of the acts that included these heraldic signs,
on their importance as historical sources. We insisted on the description, reproduction
and symbolism of the coat of arms which, by reflecting with great fidelity the historical
era in which it was created, may contribute to highlighting the artistic activity of the
issuer, constituting a rich resource for painting and sculpture from the Middle Ages and
the modern era.
This presentation is part of the series of manifestations meant to praise on the famous
Romanian metropolitan, especially in 2016, at the 300th anniversary of his death, it was
declared, at the initiative of Patriarch Daniel and the Holy Synod of the Romanian
Orthodox Church, "The commemorative year of Saint Hierarch Martyr Antim Ivirean and
of the church printers".
METHODOLOGY
Regarding the method performed in this study, we went through the following steps:
1. Identification of the institutions in Romania where Antim's heraldic compositions
are, or are simply connected to, or concern the metropolitan;
2. Visiting these buildings and researching the heraldic remains, whether they were
reproduced on paper, parchment or any other material;
3. Analysing the coats of arms and flag heraldry by taking into account the heraldic
norms and the recommendations of the former International Sigilography Committee,
a body created in 1959 by the decision of the Executive Bureau of the International
Archives Council;
4. Bringing these testimonies of the past to the knowledge of the interested public,
through different manifestations, visits, works or specialized studies, as well as by
promoting, for tourist purposes, the ecclesiastical heraldic testimonies and the
institutions holding them.
RESULTS
A. At the Central National Historical Archives of Bucharest, the "Suluri" collection, no.
13, there is the archbishop - solemn document of Antim's archery of July 20, 1715 (figure
1). It is written on parchment (111 x 47 cm), in Romanian, with Cyrillic characters, by
Nicola Ierei, the notary of the Metropolis and signed by the Metropolitan Antim. In the
document it is specified how the Monastery of All Saints in Bucharest was built and that
it was meant to be an example to follow, establieshed by a 32 headed settlement [13],
[16], [17], [2], [1], [22], [19].
The frontispiece of the solemn document, rectangular in shape (34 x 14.5 cm), with
golden background, with vegetal and floral ornaments of different colours, includes, in
the middle, an oval shield (15 x 12 cm), with thin golden border, diplaying a green plain,
over which the building of the Antim Monastery, silver, with the roof and the golden
crosses, surmounted by a cruciferous golden globe that has above a laurel wreath symbolizing victory, of the same metal, held by a hand of two angels, with the golden
haloes, wings and vestments, the other hand of each angel holding a green palm branch -
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symbol of regeneration and immortality resting on the shoulder, depicted in kneeling
position on a purple cloud [3], [25].

Figure 1. Royal document of Archbishop Antim issued on July 20, 1715 (beginning part)

The sky is blue, sprinkled with golden little stars, with six rays. At the top of the shield,
on a golden background, there is Jesus, coming out of the clouds, also purple, flanked, at
the level of the head, both rightside and leftside, by the red letters: IS - HS (rendered in
Romanian, with Cyrillic characters). This part of the frontispiece can also be found, in
the form of a sketch, in the Library of the Romanian Academy [17]. The shield is included
in a golden oval garland, adorned on the edges, with four golden baroque motifs; the
bottom between the garland and the shield is black, loaded with golden acanthus leaves
and eight other smaller, round shields, with a thin, golden border, encompassing, above,
the attributes of a metropolitan’s dignity - on a red background, a green plain, over which
it broaches the cross and the crutch, placed in a portion called „saritoare” - an honorabke
part of the coat of arms, connected, towards the extremities, by the cords on the flanks of
the dignitary hat that surmounts - is above, the mitra. The other seven shields contain
symbols accompanying each of the seven letters, capital letters, gilded, which make up
the name of Antim, with Greek characters: ANΘIMOC. Thus, the shields are fully
coloured as follows: the one on the upper left - red, with a golden eagle, fully rendered,
front- view positioned, with the wings are open and the body contoured - expression
referring to animals or animal heads looking towards the left of the shield, head to the
right, standing on a green plain and having letter A just above; the one on the top right –
in red colour, with a gilded bat - it means rebirth, kindness, rendered entirely and frontview positioned, with open wings, placed above a green field and accompanied at the top
by the letter N; the one on the left – in red, with a jackal - symbolizing justice of gold,
well- contoured, sitting on a green plain and the letter Θ; the one on the right – in red,
with a golden hawk - meaning warrior spirit, noble and just [4], standing on green
mountains and bearing above the letter I; the one on the bottom leftside- in red, with a
gilded bee - symbol of hardness, diligence, work and order [4], with the letter M on top;
the one on the bottom rightside – in red, with a gilded snake - symbol of penetration,
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knowledge, immortality, fertility and prophecy [4] standing on green mountains and with
the letter O; the one below contains the emblem of Metropolitan Antim, that is, on a red
background, a gilded snail, positioned on a green plain, flanked by two branches of green
palm-tree coming out from under his shell, having a star of the same metal just between
the horns, while above there stands the letter C. The snail indicates the periodic
regeneration, death and rebirth, the theme of the eternal return. The snail also signifies
fertility, the movement within the permanence, the return of spring after winter, humility,
faith [3], [4]. The so-called „palul” - the pale is the honorable piece of the shield obtained
by drawing two vertical lines in the center of the shield [12], [10], [8].
The garland has, on its flanks, as supporters, on a green background, two modillions of
golden acanthus leaves, and as tenants - human characters supporting the shield, two
melusines - symbolizing traditional knowledge and culture, waist- tied with one golden
belt - symbol of the union, with the underside composed of red acanthus leaves and two
purple lined tails, rendered entirely and front- viewed, with curly hair, head turned
outward, holding the modillions in both hands.
The initials of the words that designate, in ancient Greek, the natural heraldic figures that
accompany the letters that make up the name of the metropolitan Antim, are acrostiches,
namely: ΑΕΤΌΣ (reading: aetós) - eagle; ΝΥΚΤΕΡΊΣ (read: nicterís) - liliac; ΘΩΟΣ
(reading: thós) - jackal; ΙΈΡΑΞ (read: iérax) - hawk; ΜΈΛΙΣΣΑ (reading: melissa) - bee;
ΌΦΙΣ (read: ófis) - snake; ΣΑΛΙΓΚΑΡΙ (read: salingári) - snail. [18]
B. At the Library of the Romanian Academy [17] and at the Brancovan Palace in
Mogoșoaia, there is painted, in a painting, the coat of arms of the Metropolitan Antim
(figure 2), namely: shield, with a thin border, golden, with baroque ornaments on the
flanks and on the upper edge, with two small concavities on the flanks and with the tip in
a brace, red, loaded with a silver snail, positioned in the pale, standing on a green plain
and having a gold star with six rays just between the two tentacles on the head.

Figure 2. The coat of arms of Antim Ivireanul (Library of the Romanian Academy).

The shield has two palm branches on the flanks that intersect, in leaps, under the tip. The
shield is surmounted by the miter that has above the dignitary/tarp hat whose cord strings
are wrapped, in the middle of them, by the cross and the crutch, that protrudes from the
top edge. Around, the golden capital letters appear: A - I / M - U (Antim
Ivireanul/Metropolitan of Ungrovlahiei). The heraldic composition is inscribed in a round
medallion, with two edges, one green on the inside, the other silver on the outside,
inscribed in a rectangle with the golden edges, the linear outer one and the pearly inner
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one; the inner background is red sprinkled with golden arabesques. The rectangle is, in
turn, framed in a rectangular frame, with golden edges. The inner bottom between the two
rectangular frames is, at the corners, purple loaded with golden acanthus plants, and in
the middle, next to the four cardinal points, golden charged with four green mulberry
plants, equipped with four red flowers, buttoned - with the pistil black, arranged in a cross.
C. Antim Monastery in Bucharest, with the dedication "All Saints", was erected, between
1713-1715, on the place of a wooden church dedicated to St. Nicholas [17], [11], [6]. In
front of this religious edifice there is a black bronze sculpture, depicting Antim, in which
the metropolitan is rendered entirely and front-view positioned, sitting on a column
covered with marble plates, with his head slightly bent in front and his eyes looking down,
with the right hand in a blessing position, the left holding the metropolitan crutch (figure
3).

Figure 4. The elements of the coat of arms of Antim Ivireanul
at the base of the statue of the metropolitan (detail)

At his feet, there appear some of the elements that belong to his coat of arms, rendered as
follows: to the left, next to the bottom of the crutch, the shell of the snail, and to his right,
next to the foot and placed upright, the snail positioned upside down and with a star with
five rays between the two tentacles pointied with the eyes of the gastropod at the end
(figure 4). The column is written on three lines: Metropolitan/ ANTIM IVIREANUL
1708-1716.
D. At the main entrance, above the carved wooden door of the Antim Monastery [8], on
the carved frame between the penny and the door frame, there is the emblem of Antim:
the shield, formed by a round garland of laurel leaves on the upper part of which a heraldic
rose is borne, charged with the snail in the pale, coming out of the shell and having a star
with six rays; the gastropod is surrounded by two palm branches arranged, each,
semicircularly and crossing at the bottom (figure 5 and figure 6).
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Figure 5. Main entrance of
the Antim Monastery church

Figure 6. The Sculpted inscription
of the Antim monastery, having the
metropolitan’s coat of arms just beneath.

Outside, on the flanks, there are carved plants of acanthus, ending with four flowers, two
on the left, two on the right. [21], [17], [20], [23], [7], [5], [19], [9].
E. At the bulletin board and at the entrance to the Antim Monastery Museum, a heraldic
representation is carved in wood, which, in some ways, resembles the previous one, with
yet some differences, namely: a round shield loaded with snail in the pale - vertically,
coming out of the shell and having above it, just between the tentacles, a star with six
rays. The snail is surrounded by two branches of laurels arranged semicircularly and
crossing at the bottom. The tenants, the two figures supporting the shield, are two
modillions that are attached to the flanks of the shield (figure 7).

Figure 7. Antim’s coat of arms situated at the bulletin
board and at the entrance to the Antim Monastery Museum

F. Culture in all its forms is the one that stands out, especially in the construction of
religious monuments. They are the source of attraction, being able to transmit today, from
case to case, evidence of the progress of culture expressed in architecture, painting,
sculpture, heraldry and other auxiliary sciences of history. The tradition of religious
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tourism is firmly established in all religions. Of course, according to the ones presented
in the present case, other cultural institutions such as archives, libraries, museums holding
emblems, emblems and coats of arms and which, by symbolizing the component
elements, individualize their owners, are also very attractive.
CONCLUSIONS
Heraldic sources represent a distinct part of the universal cultural heritage. These sources
reflect, through plastic means, the history of social communities in all its complexity.
For historians and for specialists, heraldry is not only a simple way of broadening our
cultural horizon, but also a means of receiving and knowing the mentality of a missing
world, of understanding and interpreting the historical process reflected by each heraldic
symbol. The coat of arms is a set of elements arranged according to the norms of heraldic
science, meant to individualize the possessor and to express his attributions. The
development of heraldry, the demonstration of the scientific character of the activity of
identifying the symbols used over time, the multitude of information transmitted by these
heraldic sources determined a great interest for the study of this type of signs.
Starting with the study of the evolution of the different heraldic compositions, it was
possible to determine the succession of some crafts or professions, to identify the specific
tools for certain areas of work, to know some significant moments in the life of the
communities, of the role of certain people in the social life.
Metropolitan Antim Ivireanul was one of the most brilliant hierarchs of the Romanian
Orthodox Church in the provance of Wallachia remaining a prominent personality in the
cultural world.
He distinguished himself, among other personal meriths, in the field of Romanian heraldic
art, not only by creating new compositions or by innovations, but especially by knowing
and deciphering the meaning of the heraldic representations above, of course, in close
connection with the character, thoughts and aspirations.
The enrichment or consolidation of the knowledge remains at hand for those interested in
this interesting field of heraldry.
We consider that other research must be undertaken in order to identify, analyze and place
other similar vestiges as well in the scientific circuit, especially since the studies on the
heraldry of the Romanian clergy, although few in number, have represented a rather
limited preoccupation.
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